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General Methodology of Oil 
Removal Operations on Baltic 
Shipwrecks published
by the MARE Foundation is a 
proposal of a Wreck Management 
Plan for Poland and was developed
on the basis of programs already 
being implemented in Great Britain 
and Sweden.

The full version of the document (as well as a 
summary „Methodology in a nutshell”) can
be downloaded at:

POLISH version: 
www.fundacjamare.pl/metodykaPL

ENGLISH VERSION: 
https://fundacjamare.pl/methodologyENG/

http://www.fundacjamare.pl/metodykaPL
https://fundacjamare.pl/methodologyENG/




„Dangerous wreck” 
– what does it mean?

The term “dangerous wreck” should be understood as a wreck 
containing in its tanks (or any other enclosed space) fuel and/or other 
hazardous substances in quantities greater than 10 m3. To be 
categorized as a dangerous to the environment, such a wreck must be 
located less than 10 nautical miles from the coast that is a sand beach, a 
rocky beach or a cliff. Depending on such parameters as the amount of 
fuel, the distance from the coast and the type of the coastline, a 
concept of the RISK DEGREE has been introduced:

• MODERATELY DANGEROUR or DANGEROUS WRECK – is a 
shipwreck containing from 10 to 500 m3 of fuel, lying at a 
distance of 1 to 10 nautical miles from sandy, cliff, rocky or 
gravel beaches;

• VERY DANGEROUS WRECK – is a shipwreck containing more 
than 500 m3 of fuel and lying at a distance less than 1 
nautical mile from the coast.

When classifying shipwrecks, other parameters such as the uniqueness 
of the site, where the wreck is located (e.g. closeness of natural reserves, 
protected areas of unique environmental value, presence of endangered 
fish and other marine or endemic species), as well as many other 
environmental aspects should be also taken into account.



Examples of dangerous wrecks in the Gulf
of Gdańsk – Stuttgart and Franken







CHAPTER 2: Survey methods
In order to determine all parameters relevant to the assessment of a wreck and the risk 
posed by it the following actions should be carried out:

• Desk-based review (i.e. examination of existing documents and information);

• Conducting geophysical surveys (i.e. bathymetric surveys, sidescan sonar, 
circulating sonar or an acoustic camera surveys, sea bottom surveys using an acoustic 
sub-bottom profiler (SBP), magnetometric survey of metal object distribution)

• Geological exploration of the seabed;

• Chemical tests of soil and near-bottom water;

• Biological and ecotoxicological tests of bottom sediment samples

• Obtaining hydrographic data /navigational data 

• Inspection carried out on the wreck using Remote Operated Vehicles (ROVs);

• Collection and analysis of environmental data other than chemical, biological and 
other parameters



CHAPTER 3: Wreck environmental risk 
assessment methods.

The Wreck Oil Removal 
Program implemented in 
the United States by the 

National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration

DEEPP Project 
(“Development of European 

guidelines for Potentially 
Polluting shipwrecks”)

Norwegian Pollution 
Control Authority – NPCA 

The South Pacific Regional 
Environment Program

The Swedish model 
“VRAKA – Probabilistic risk 
assessment of shipwrecks”

The British risk assessment 
system called “Wreck 
assessment protocol –

Environmental Desk Based 
Assessment”



Best method for the Baltic Region

The British E-DBA method seems to be the most appropriate 
for implementation in Poland in the region of southern Baltic. 

It is relatively simple, and at the same time highly effective. 

It permits to assess the risk based on a three-step scale and to 
assess the confidence level in risk assessment results. 

This method takes into account two basic scenarios:
– an acute release and its impact on the environment,

– and a slow release and its long-term effect on the marine 
environment. 

It permits a relatively quick oil release risk assessment for 
different wrecks and their classification, but it does not allow to 
determine the changes of the risk level with time. Such 
predictions can however be made using the VRAKA method.



CHAPTER 4: 
Methodology for 
conducting 
geophysical 
surveys

• Positioning systems
• Bathymetric and 3D data
• Sidescan sonars
• Sub-bottom profilers
• Magnetometere surveys
• Marine laser systems
• Environmental data
• Geological analysis
• Photovideo data
• Chemical and biological tests
• Exotoxicological analysis



CHAPTER 5: Review of available 
methods and technologies for 
removing fuel and remediating the 
contaminated sediments

in situ

ex situ



Monitored natural recovery

Biodegradation

Sorption

Sedimentation



Separating the 
contaminated 
area with a 
fence



Solidification 
and 
stabilisation of 
contaminated 
sediment 
(use of fly ash)



Capping the 
contaminated area
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Removal of contaminated sediment 
by dredging



Hot-tapping
and pumping 
fuel residues 
from the 
wreck with a 
ROV



Auxiliary supporting
technologies for oil removal



General 
costs
assessment









Final words

• Determining the necessary procedures to be followed 
while examining the impact of wrecks and the fuel they 
contain on the marine environment, estimating the 
threats those wrecks pose to the environment, and how 
to mitigate the effects of these threats – is at present 
one of the most pressing challenges in the 
protection of the Southern Baltic. 

• It should be an important task for scientific institutions 
dealing with the marine environment, as well as for the 
management bodies, responsible for marine areas, i.e. 
maritime administration at all levels.

• A situation where, despite the classification of 
the wrecks as dangerous, appropriate measures 
to prevent the environmental disaster are not 
taken, is not acceptable.



Thank you for your attention!
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